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Technical Indicators and Prediction for Energy Market Forecasting

Abstract—Machine learning usage for forecasting is popular in financial trading, particularly for stock price prediction and this is often combined with technical indicators to extract key predictive indicators from large time series trading datasets. Energy market trading data have similar characteristics to financial trading data, therefore deriving technical indicators specifically for electricity prices will help predict future prices and reduce trading costs. We have derived eight technical indicators for the Integrated Single Electricity Market (ISEM) energy market in Ireland using hourly electricity price data over the period February 2019 until November 2019. Technical indicator based models were obtained by using machine learning regression algorithms (Extreme Gradient [XG] Boost, Random Forest, and Gradient Boosting) trained with the proposed novel technical indicators. The results of the technical indicator models were compared against the baseline model (raw price data only) to see if using technical indicators as inputs improves model performance. We conclude that electricity prices can be accurately predicted using the proposed technical indicators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy market prices are difficult to predict as the data exhibit nonlinear and nonstationary characteristics [1]. Price forecasting is necessary in the energy market to optimise purchasing in response to demand and supply fluctuations, and this can be managed through time series models which observe previous prices and help forecast future market prices. Time series models are algorithms that analyse the pattern of a series. Future values can be predicted by training the model with historical data and accounting for previous market trends to optimise trading. These models often perform best when the forecasting window for prediction is small, controlling volatility as the relationship between actual and predicted values is stronger over a short timeframe [2]. Therefore, short-term time series models are promising for electricity price forecasting. This research focusses on day-ahead energy price forecasting with the aim of building an innovative system that helps electricity suppliers to reduce their electricity generation purchase costs in the long term.

Electricity price forecasting is influenced by two approaches: fundamental (economic variables) and technical (derived from raw historical data) [3]. Technical indicators have been widely applied as inputs to financial trading market data to determine relationships when predicting future stock prices and trends [4]. Previous literature on financial trading has demonstrated that for short-term price forecasting, technical approaches are more appropriate than raw market data [5]. Here, development of technical indicators specifically for electricity pricing and application of these indicators as inputs in day-ahead forecasting models is used to demonstrate how historical behaviours of electricity price can be used to forecast future values. Existing literature on technical indicators suitable for day-ahead electricity price is relatively limited [6], therefore this paper presents new progressive findings for electricity price forecasting technical indicators.

On developing new technical indicators, we examine those that contribute to short-term price prediction using machine learning models with technical indicators as model inputs and actual electricity price as model output. The technical indicators are further utilised to train machine learning prediction models to forecast day-ahead electricity price and model performance for all techniques is evaluated. For comparison, and to set in context the accuracy of the derived technical indicators, additional machine learning models including only raw price data as input were analysed and are referred to as persistence models.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II outlines the proposed technical indicators for the energy market, detailing how each is calculated in terms of electricity price and Section III describes the proposed modelling techniques. The results are presented and discussed in Section IV highlighting the accuracy of each model and the significance of each technical indicator. Section V concludes with a summary of the key findings and possible future work in predicting electricity prices.

II. TECHNICAL INDICATORS

In stock market trading, an appropriate tool for finding information on upcoming share price movement is technical analysis, which builds indicators from the raw price data to capture trends over time [7]. The Integrated Single Electricity Market (ISEM) is a new advancement that gives energy traders in the whole of Ireland greater flexibility and control over electricity prices. This has led to the design of novel technical indicators for ISEM electricity price forecasting to help energy
traders observe market price trends and predict when to buy or sell electricity. Deciding on parameters optimisation is a key problem with respect to technical analysis [7]. When considering optimisation of parameters, the sliding window size, corresponding to the number of historical values required to calculate each of the technical indicators from the raw data, is of key interest [8]. There are various types of technical analysis to observe price patterns, but the main indicators can be split into three types: (i) trend, (ii) oscillator, and (iii) momentum [9].

This work presents eight novel technical indicators specific to energy trading derived from, but not identical to, the standard indicators applied to financial trading. There are multiple technical indicators frequently used in financial forecasting, however this work is solely interested in price indicators which improve day-ahead accuracy as that is the typically requirement from the energy market in which we wish to make predictions. The calculation for each of the individual technical indicators is listed below:

1. Percentage Price Change Moving Average (PPCMA): A trend indicator in time-series that, for the energy market, we calculate price change as the difference between the current price (Hour n) and the price from the same time period the day before (Hour n Lag 24), all divided by the price at Hour n Lag 24. The moving average percentage price change was calculated for is a rolling 24-hour window:

\[ PPCMA = \sum_{24} [PPC] \quad (1) \]

where

\[ PPC = \frac{Price_{Hour\ n} - Price_{Hour\ n\ Lag\ 24}}{Price_{Hour\ n\ Lag\ 24}} \times 100 \]  \quad (2)

2. Moving Average Deviation (MAD): A trend indicator that utilises the PPCMA indicator to calculate the deviation rate of the current electricity price from PPCMA:

\[ MAD = \frac{Price_{Hour\ n} - PPCMA}{PPCMA} \]  \quad (3)

3. Percentage Range (PR): An oscillator indicator that finds a relationship between current electricity price and the highest/lowest prices over a 24-hour window. This indicator oscillates between 0 and 100, with a value above 80 determined to indicate energy units are oversold and a value below 20 indicating that energy units are overbought:

\[ PR = \frac{HighPrice_{n\ to\ Lag\ 24} - Price_{Hour\ n}}{HighPrice_{n\ to\ Lag\ 24} - LowPrice_{n\ to\ Lag\ 24}} \times 100 \]  \quad (4)

4. Average True Range (ATR): A trend indicator measuring price volatility. Over a 24-hour window there are three different values calculated: highest price over the 24-hour period minus lowest price over the 24-hour period; highest price over the 24-hour period minus starting electricity price; and lowest price over the 24-hour period minus starting electricity price. The maximum value from these three values is selected for each trading hour and averaged over a rolling 24-hour window.

\[ ATR = \sum_{24} MAX \{ A, B, C \} \]  \quad (5)

\[ A = HighPrice_{n\ to\ Lag\ 24} - LowestPrice_{n\ to\ Lag\ 24} \]  \quad (6)

\[ B = |HighPrice_{n\ to\ 24} - Price_{Hour\ n\ Lag\ 24}| \]  \quad (7)

\[ C = |LowestPrice_{n\ to\ 24} - Price_{Hour\ n\ Lag\ 24}| \]  \quad (8)

5. Relative Strength Index (RSI): An oscillator indicator that compares recent price gains to recent price losses. This indicator oscillates between 0 and 100, with a value over 70 determined to indicate that energy units are overvalued and a value below 30 indicating that energy units are undervalued. Price Up is the average of the previous 24 hours when price difference increased. Price Down is the average of the previous 24 hours when price difference decreased.

\[ RSI = 100 - \left[ \frac{100}{D} \right] \]  \quad (9)

where

\[ D = \left(1 - \frac{\sum_{24} Price\ Up[Price_{n} - Price_{Hour\ n\ Lag\ 24}]}{\sum_{24} Price\ Down[Price_{n} - Price_{Hour\ n\ Lag\ 24}]\right) \]  \quad (10)
6. Average Directional Movement Index (ADX): A trend indicator measuring the strength of the trend, grouping the two directional movement indexes depending whether price change, calculated as current electricity price minus previous 24-hour price, is grouped as a Price Up (positive) change or Price Down (negative) change. The two indexes are combined and smoothed with a moving average.

\[
ADX = \frac{\sum_{24} DX Up(a) - \sum_{24} DX Down(b)}{\sum_{24} DX Up(a) + \sum_{24} DX Down(b)} \times 100
\]

where

\[
a = \frac{\sum_{24} Price Up[Price_n - Price_{Hour n Lag 24}]}{ATR}
\]

\[
b = \frac{\sum_{24} Price Down[Price_n - Price_{Hour n Lag 24}]}{ATR}
\]

7. Moving Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD): An oscillator indicator that considers the strength, direction, and duration of the trend as well as price momentum through moving averages of previous price values with rolling window sizes of 12 and 24.

\[
MACD = \sum_{12} Price MA_{Hour n Lag 1 to Lag 12} - \sum_{24} Price MA_{Hour n Lag 1 to Lag 24}
\]

8. Price Momentum (PMOM): A momentum indicator that measures the power of the market by observing the current electricity price with the previous trading value (1 hour before).

\[
PMOM = Price_{Hour n} - Price_{Hour n Lag 1}
\]

For all technical indicators that include a moving average, this was derived from the previous \( n \) hours (with hourly prices) for the required sliding window size and does not include the current hour’s value.

III. MODELLING METHODOLOGY

Technical indicator models were obtained using three machine learning algorithms, implemented using SkLearn, and trained with the novel technical indicators. A Random Forest regression algorithm trains multiple decision trees, split at nodes into partitions, so that no individual tree observes the full training data [10]. Due to the setup of the Random Forest it is an efficient non-linear technique that avoids over-fitting [11]. It also shows transparency as a tuning parameter manages the amount of input features in each node by selecting when to divide the input data to create a new classifier [12]. Training multiple trees allows an overall ranking of feature importance which improves in accuracy as more trees are included in the Random Forest [13].

Boosting algorithms, through sequential learning [14], create strong learners with an error rate close to zero by combining weak learner models and converting them to a strong learner model [15]. The Gradient Boosting regression algorithm builds strong learners to minimize error residuals (difference between actual and predicted) by optimising a loss function from a collection of weak learners [11]. Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is another regression algorithm based on decision trees, similar to Random Forest and Gradient Boosting algorithms, but with additional features [16]. XGBoost applies the framework of Gradient Boosting, but includes Newton boosting as a method for approximations and an extra randomisation parameter to reduce correlation among trees [15]. XGBoost is a popular and advanced machine learning algorithm that often performs better than other algorithms; this is due to its speed, multiple tuning parameters, and ability to train well on large datasets [17].

IV. RESULTS

Hourly electricity price data from the ISEM day-ahead market were retrieved from the Single Electricity Market Operator (SEMOpx) website [18] and data ranged from 1st February 2019 until 30th November 2019. The technical indicators outlined in Section II were calculated using the raw electricity price data over a sliding window the size of which is dependent on the indicator, generally set to 24 hours since we are dealing with day-ahead electricity price forecasting. However, for weekly or monthly predictions the calculation window size could be increased to 168 or 744 hours respectively.

The calculated technical indicators were used as training inputs for the machine learning models to forecast future electricity prices. The data used to obtain the technical indicators for the machine learning models were split 85% for training (04th February 2019 until 16th October 2019) and 15% for model testing (17th October 2019 to 30th November 2019). When training all machine learning models, the input variables were the eight technical indicators and the output was the actual electricity price aligned with the input values at time \( T \). First the persistence model \( T+24 \) was created using the raw price data as input with the same train/test split and examined as a baseline to predict the test set historical electricity price data. A persistence model predicts future values on the assumption that conditions from the current time to the future time stay unchanged [19]. For the persistence machine learning models, the input variable was price at time \( T \) and the output variable was price at time \( T+24 \). The summary results of both training and testing from the persistence models obtained using Random Forest, Gradient Boosting and XGBoost are shown in Table I. The model
accuracy of all the persistence models during training and testing ranged between 73% and 80%.

### TABLE I. SUMMARY RESULTS FOR PERSISTENCE MODELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Training Accuracy</th>
<th>Training RMSE</th>
<th>Testing Accuracy</th>
<th>Testing RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Boosting</td>
<td>74.21%</td>
<td>12.55</td>
<td>75.44%</td>
<td>13.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>80.06%</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>73.21%</td>
<td>16.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>75.95%</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>75.02%</td>
<td>14.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) can be used to evaluate overall model accuracy for the test set, in which the closer the value is to zero the better the model performance. This is computed in terms of electricity price as the difference in the actual electricity price and the predicted electricity price value. The Random Forest model generated the lowest RMSE value of 7.29 during model training (Figure 1) and Gradient Boosting provided the lowest RMSE value of 13.18 during model testing with unseen data (Figure 2). Both Figure 1 and Figure 2 plot the actual price and model predicted prices. The figures demonstrate that the model predicted price closely follows the same trend as the actual prices however, the prediction, particularly for model testing, is not very accurate.

With the baseline as a reference point, the machine learning algorithms were trained using the technical indicators as inputs and actual price as output. Predictive performance was then compared using the testing data. Summary results for both training and testing and all three machine learning models are presented in Table II. Overall model accuracy ranged from 84% to 93%. During the training stage the RMSE was below 3 for both Random Forest and XGBoost. Using testing data, all models had a RMSE of approximately 6.8 or less, which is much lower than the persistence model findings and hence demonstrates improved performance. The Random Forest algorithm performed best when observing the training results; however, testing is the key stage with unseen data and even though Random Forest had higher testing accuracy, XGBoost had the lowest RMSE and therefore is considered the optimal algorithm in the comparison.

### TABLE II. SUMMARY RESULTS FOR TECHNICAL INDICATORS MODELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Training Accuracy</th>
<th>Training RMSE</th>
<th>Testing Accuracy</th>
<th>Testing RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Boosting</td>
<td>84.82%</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>86.90%</td>
<td>6.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>93.22%</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>91.57%</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>92.68%</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>89.70%</td>
<td>5.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the model training output (Figure 3) and the model testing output, with unseen data (Figure 4) exhibited a well-fitted model compared to the baseline model. The visual output shows a close fit between the actual price and the predicted price. The RMSE also demonstrates the overall accuracy of the models using technical indicators where the Random Forest at the training stage had a RMSE of 2.34 and XGBoost model testing stage had a RMSE of 5.34.
The XGBoost model showed promising results during model testing therefore we tested the model further using additional technical indicators input data to predict the next day electricity price values (01st December 2019). The results of the prediction are illustrated in Figure 5. The forecasted price has a good fit with the actual price resulting in an overall RMSE of 5.75.

Finally, we analysed the significance of each of the technical indicators through feature importance which is an inbuilt function in SkLearn for regression trees with output ranging from 0 to 1; the closer the value is to 1 the greater the relevance the feature is to predicting the target price variable. Table III displays the feature importance score (coefficient value) of each individual technical indicator for all three machine learning models. From the results, the feature importance score for each of the technical indicators varies in terms of the model’s performance. From observing the feature importance output we have considered any score above 0.1 to be important to the price prediction. For Gradient Boosting there were three significant indicators above 0.1 (MAD, PPCMA, and Percentage Range). Random Forest had three significant indicators above 0.1 (Percentage Range, MAD, and ATR). There were three significant indicators above 0.1 (Percentage Range, Price Momentum, and MAD) for XGBoost. MAD and Percentage Range were important for all three techniques suggesting that both are good indicators for electricity price prediction. ADX, MACD, and RSI scores were not important for any of the three techniques and therefore these technical indicators were considered insignificant.

**TABLE III. FEATURE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL INDICATORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Indicator</th>
<th>Gradient Boosting</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>XGBoost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPCMA</td>
<td>0.1891</td>
<td>0.0751</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>0.3055</td>
<td>0.1639</td>
<td>0.1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Range</td>
<td>0.1538</td>
<td>0.4229</td>
<td>0.4016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATR</td>
<td>0.0989</td>
<td>0.1085</td>
<td>0.0798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSI</td>
<td>0.0777</td>
<td>0.0613</td>
<td>0.0852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADX</td>
<td>0.0368</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
<td>0.0459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACD</td>
<td>0.0474</td>
<td>0.0518</td>
<td>0.0651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Momentum</td>
<td>0.0906</td>
<td>0.0940</td>
<td>0.1382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. CONCLUSION**

We have developed novel technical indicators specifically derived for energy trading to predict day-ahead electricity prices using various transparent machine learning models. Raw electricity price data from 2019 were collected and the eight technical indicators (PPCMA, MAD, Percentage Range, ATR, RSI, ADX, MACD, and Price Momentum) where calculated over this dataset.

Machine learning algorithms (Gradient Boosting, Random Forest, XGBoost) were implemented to forecast short-term electricity price. Model data were split 85% for training and 15% for testing. First the algorithms only included raw price data as a baseline model (the persistence model). For all three algorithms, the persistence model accuracy was 73% or greater. Random Forest performed the best during model training and Gradient Boosting performed the best during model testing.

The models generated using the technical indicators presented performance accuracy results of at least 84% accuracy showing significantly improved model performance. Again, Random Forest had the lowest RMSE during model training but during model testing XGBoost performed the best when predicting electricity prices. The machine learning models including technical indicators accurately matched predicted prices compared with the persistence models, with both the model training and model testing stages displaying close predictions in comparison to the actual historical price. With promising testing output using the technical indicators, the XGBoost model was then tested to predict next day electricity prices (01st December 2019) and the forecasted results were able to match the pattern of the actual values very accurately outputting a RMSE of 5.75.
Finally, the feature importance for each of the machine learning algorithms was examined to find which technical indicators were most relevant to prediction for the energy price market. From the model output, five technical indicators (PPCMA, MAD, Percentage Range, ATR, and Price Momentum) were determined to be significant for at least one machine learning technique. Both MAD and Percentage Range were significant for all techniques. ADX, RSI, and MACD were considered insignificant as for all techniques their scores were below 0.1.

To conclude, technical indicators for electricity price are beneficial in forecasting future day-ahead prices and should be considered for energy trading to help follow market trends and, over time, lower price costs. Further work will explore technical indicators in more detail, in particular to include other energy factors (wind, temperature, load, etc.) to determine if model accuracy can be further improved. Another area to consider going forward is having a separate model for each of the 24 hours when calculating the technical indicators as it would be helpful in capturing market trends.
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